SCOOTER DOLLY
THE COMPACT DOLLY FOR PROFESSIONAL FILMMAKERS
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SCOOTER DOLLY

DESCRIPTION

The new Scooter Dolly
The Scooter Dolly is a quick and easy to setup compact camera dolly for use on narrow gauge track. Thanks to the easily extendible track length, the Scooter Dolly is much more versatile than conventional slider systems.

Its exceptional smoothness and quiet operation as well as durability make it a unique product of its kind.

- The Scooter Dolly System allows sliding camera in arbitrary length and height
- Rapid levelling – no wooden foundation needed
- Less space required on set
- Pressure of wheels adjustable
- Very high running stability thanks to specially developed rubber compound
- Integrated brake
- Compact and stable design
- Light weight construction
- Quick and easy set up
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HIGHLIGHTS

SCOOTER DOLLY - HIGHLIGHTS

Innovative braking system:
The innovative braking system ensures high contact pressure when a fixed position is required. The Scooter Dolly thus offers a stable basis for even camera pans.

Flat and compact:
With the Scooter Dolly MovieTech closes the gap between a classic track dolly and various slider systems on the market.
In contrast to these, the tracks of the Scooter Dolly can be extended at will and with a width of only 220mm they are very narrow, which is useful for straight tracks in tight sets.

Magnetic Endstopper:
The magnetic end stopper ensures precise running out and stopping of the camera movement.
A magnet is installed in the dolly frame as well as in the stopper itself. These act bipolar to each other and build up a resistance when approaching. The magnetic force is also effective at higher camera loads. The stopper itself is adjustable in position to set up a defined end position.
The Highlights at a glance:
– The Scooter Dolly System allows sliding camera movements in arbitrary length and height
– Rapid levelling – no wooden substructure needed
– No bazookas necessary – height will be regulated by tripods
– Less space required on set

More advantages
– Pressure of wheels adjustable
– Very high running stability thanks to specially developed rubber compound
– Integrated brake
– Magnetic stopper system

Scooter Dolly contact pressure:
The friction of Scooter Dolly can be variably set on two wheels. This optimizes the driving experience, depending on load and task.

Scooter Dolly floor plate:
The Scooter Dolly floor plates are leveled to the running rail in seconds.

Scooter Dolly track connector:
A new Scooter Dolly track connection system enables fast and unlimited extension of the rail profiles.
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Weights and dimensions:

- Weight of the Dolly: 4,5kg
- Dimensions of the Dolly: 336 x 302 mm
- Track width (36 cm): 220 mm
- Available Track lengths: 0,9m / 1,6m / 2,3m
Scooter Dolly Basic Set consisting of:

- Scooter Dolly (2207-0A)
- 2x track connector (2207-30 Set)
- 2x ground levelling plate (2207-20)
- 1x clamp ring 80mm (8530-2)
- Plastic case with foaming mold (2207-8400)
- User manual
**ACCESSORIES**

**SCOOTER DOLLY ACCESSORIES**

- **Item No. 2031-3 Set**
  - Bowl insert 150mm

- **Item No. 2032-1 Set**
  - Bowl insert 100 mm

- **Item No. 2041-30Set**
  - Clamp ring 80 mm

- **Item No. 2041-10Set**
  - Mitchell base plate

- **Item No. 8328-0**
  - Bowl insert 100 mm

- **Item No. 8327-0**
  - Bowl insert 75 mm

- **Item No. 2041-40Set**
  - Euro mount

- **Item No. 2207-90**
  - Camera base plate / Euromount

- **Item No. 2205-9000**
  - Rocker Plate incl. adapter for Scooter Dolly and ball adapter mount
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SCOOTER DOLLY ACCESSORIES

Item No. 2207-30
Track connector

Item No. 2207-50
Euromount – track connector

Item No. 2207-5000
Euromount – track connector (double)

Item No. 2207-5500
Track connector with Mitchell base plate (double)

Item No. 2207-3500
Track connector (double)

Item No. 2206-100
Push bar (extendable)

Item No. 2207-20
Ground levelling plate for Scooter Dolly

Item No. N200-5001
Low-boy-adapter 28mm for light stand

Item No. 2207-4501
Connector bolt for track connector
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SCOOTER DOLLY ACCESSORIES

Item No. 2500-2 SET
Scooter Dolly track kit 0,90m

Item No. 2501-1 SET
Scooter Dolly track kit 1,60m

Item No. 2502-1 SET
Scooter Dolly track kit 2,30m

Item No. M5622
Protection cap for Master Track (plastic)

Item No. 2594-0 (male) / 2595-0 (female)
Protection cap for track end section Master Track (steel)

Item No. 2500-2 SET
Scooter Dolly track kit 0,90m

Item No. 2207-8300 – soft bag for 0,90m
Item No. 2207-8100 – soft bag for 1,60m
Item No. 2207-8200 – soft bag for 2,30m

Item No. 2207-8400
Hard case for Scooter Dolly

Item No. 2207-1000
Track end stop (old version)

Item No. 2207-1100
Magnetic Track end stop (new version)
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THE MOVIE TECH FAMILY – MOVIE TECH, ABC PRODUCTS AND MTS

MovieTech

Grip-Equipment
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Studio-Equipment
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